Air route network optimization, one of the airspace planning challenges, effectively manages airspace resources toward increasing airspace capacity and reducing air traffic congestion. In this paper, the structure of the flight network in air transport is analyzed with a multi-objective genetic algorithm regarding Geographic Information System (GIS) which is used to optimize this Iran airlines topology to reduce the number of airways and the aggregation of passengers in aviation industries organization and also to reduce changes in airways and the travel time for travelers. The proposed model of this study is based on the combination of two topologiespoint-to-point and Hub-and-spoke -with multiple goals for causing a decrease in airways and travel length per passenger and also to reach the minimum number of air stops per passenger. The proposed Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) is tested and assessed in data of the Iran airlines industry in 2018, as an example to real-world applications, to design Iran airline topology. MOGA is proven to be effective in general to solve a network-wide flight trajectory planning. Using the combination of point-to-point and Hub-and-spoke topologies can improve the performance of the MOGA algorithm. Based on Iran airline traffic patterns in 2018, the proposed model successfully decreased 50.8% of air routes (184 air routes) compared to the current situations while the average travel length and the average changes in routes were increased up to 13.8% (about 100 kilometers) and up to 18%, respectively. The proposed algorithm also suggests that the current air routes of Iran can be decreased up to 24.7% (89 airways) if the travel length and the number of changes increase up to 4.5% (32 kilometers) and 5%, respectively. Two intermediate airports were supposed for these experiments. The computational results show the potential benefits of the proposed model and the advantage of the algorithm. The structure of the flight network in air transport can significantly reduce operational cost while ensuring the operation safety. According to the results, this intelligent multi-object optimization model would be able to be successfully used for a precise design and efficient optimization of existing and new airline topologies.
I. Introduction
A irline network topology consists of many different and wideranging parameters such as travel length, the number of airways, and changes in routes, as well as some rules and constraints like rerouting, flight-level changes, and a limited airport capacity [1] . Air route network optimization as a multipurpose optimization of an indescribable type or the so-called Non-deterministic Polynomialtime hard (NP-Hard) [2] [3] [4] should be considered in hub network design problem [5] . This paper suggests employing the capabilities of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as powerful tools regarding the management, analysis, and offer of spatial information for designing topology of airline route networks [6] . Moreover, a Nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [7] as a multipurpose optimization algorithm is implemented in this study. The Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) is exploited because the obtained Pareto Front of MOGA is very accurate and fast [8] . MOGA as one type of well-known and robust genetic optimization algorithms is one of the most popular multicriteria optimization algorithms which is also a potent technique for solving problems concerning research and optimization in the real world. Using the Pareto ranking and the crowding distance in the ranking of the individuals encourage various applications especially, those regarding GIS to exploit this algorithm because of the absence of additional parameters in MOGA as well as its high computational speed [7] .
GIS knowledge in spatial modeling and simulation especially with soft-computing methods [9] such as multi-objective genetic algorithm [10] can be used in designing airways topology. Intelligent algorithms such as multi-objective optimization algorithms could help GIS dealing with matters concerning spatial decision-making [11] . Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms take a more evolutionary approach to learning than traditional artificial intelligence (AI) [12] and it is usually facing a vast amount of data and processing. Typically, the environment that requires optimization has different objectives and complications, so, a fast algorithm could be a convenient option [13] [14] .
Modelling the air transport with complex networks [15] is one of the essential issues in the transport geography and GIS, which can be optimized by methods for generating non-dominated solutions (the weighting, and constraint methods), the distance-based methods (such as compromise programming, goal programming, and reference point methods), and interactive methods. By choosing a proper topology for air routes in GIS, airlines can save costs and reduce risk in the air industry [5] . Moreover, aviation industries could offer cheaper yet high-quality services which will enhance the travelers' satisfaction and finally boost the air industry.
There have been numerous studies about the designing of airline topology and its optimization. O'Kelly introduced a hub locating using a single-center air network that was modeled using a numerical scheduling method [2] . His results demonstrated that this matter belongs to NP-hard issues and it requires a counting method based on innovative algorithms to be solved [2] . He assumed only one hub. Park and Sohn tried to explain a two-hub locating through linear planning [2] . They concluded that when there are two hubs, we can use linear planning [16] . Marianova and Serra [17] worked on modeling hub locating in airline networks by considering swarm at intermediate airports in the presence of M/D/c queue. In their model, they used an exploratory method based on forbidden search and implemented it on American Airways Dataset (CAB) [17] . Wagner performed clustering through a genetic algorithm and banned search to solve incapacitated multiple allocation hub location problems (UHLP-M) [18] . Mohammadi et al. considered swarm at hubs once all its functionality has been lost and figured it out through a multi-server queueing Model, M/M/c queue system (or Erlang-C Model) [19] . Alumur et al. used mixed-integer programming for locating intermediate airports at multiple levels for Turkey and studied sensitivity analysis and performed a more accurate analysis of hub locating [20] . Taghipourian et al. examined a hub network in the event of impairment. They considered some hubs as virtual hubs to replace them once the central hub was closed. Therefore, they employed fuzzy correct linear programming [21] . Chiu and Yang worked on the designing of airlines in the Hub-and-spoke system with a random request for intermediate airports and the impact of the swarm on them. They formulated the issue with a two-step randomized programming and used China and Taiwan's airline dataset to test and assess the sensitivity of the model [22] . Harshavardhan and Krishnan proposed a framework of genetic algorithms, which use multi-level hierarchies to solve an optimization problem by searching over the space of simpler objective functions with capacities to model and solve hub locating. They used a heuristic approach based on two genetic algorithms and a hierarchical adjacency search. Their results suggested the high influence of the hierarchical genetic algorithms [23] . Using a multi-objective genetic algorithm based on game theory as well as a hybrid simulated annealing algorithm are some of the comparative optimization approaches for the NSGA-II in the bi-objective hierarchical hub location problem [24] . By proposing the combination of point-to-point and Hub-andspoke topologies in the present paper, MOGA simultaneously finds a representative set of Pareto optimal solutions and convergences faster than its comparator algorithms for air route network optimization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we give an overview of the point-to-point and Hub-and-spoke topologies in section II followed by the proposed research question, which aimed to optimize three goals (reducing the number of airways, the number of air stops and the flight length) simultaneously. In section III, an optimal model for airline topologies based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm has been proposed and detailed. Three object functions are introduced and the intelligent multi-object optimization model is presented. The implementation of the proposed model by genetic algorithm and the dataset specifications are described in detail in section IV, followed by the simulation results for the proposed MOGA algorithm for Iran airline topology. Then, the discussions about the research results, especially assessing the proposed model and the proposed model repeatability test are reported. At the end of the conclusions, the section states the main deductions of using a multi-objective genetic algorithm for Iran airline network optimization.
II. Point-to-Point and Hub-and-Spoke Topologies Air route network optimization was motivated by the purpose of defining the most effective structural properties for a given air transport network, in terms of the number of airways and the aggregation of passengers in aviation industries organization, and also the changes in airways and the travel time for travelers. There are two major groups of air transportation networks:
• • Point-to-point: in this construction of the air traffic network, each justified connection pair of airports in the network is served by direct connections to all passengers with different aircraft. The number of connections and required aircrafts is about the square of the number of airports for a fully point-to-point connected network. An example of a point-to-point architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 . • Hub-and-spoke: Hub-and-spoke topology is one of the proper topologies in airway networks [25] . In this topology, instead of a direct flight between all airports, some of the terminals are considered as intermediate airports (hub airports) and other airports (spoke airports) are only connected to the intermediate airports (Hub-and-spoke architecture, Fig. 2 ). In this topology, instead of a direct flight between departure and destination airports, at first, all the passengers fly together from the same departures to different destinations to one of these intermediate airports. Then, they will be gone to the different departures from an intermediate airport.
In the meantime, if necessary, flights between the intermediate airports will be made. In this topology with the lowest number of air routes, most airline coverage can be achieved [4] . The point-to-point architecture of air routes, for a complete network of N airports, so that all airports can be connected (point-topoint topology), N(N − 1) air routes are needed. All N(N − 1) airlines do not have similar air traffic and on the other hand, the high number of air routes increases the flight cost. To decrease the number of air routes, the hub-and-spoke topology can be used. Through the following equation, the total number of needed airlines in this topology with M intermediate airports from N available airports can be calculated:
Hub Spoke
The number of reduced flights in comparison with the direct flights from all airports can be calculated from the following equation:
For instance, with 60 airports (N = 60) in the point-to-point topology, 60 * 59 = 3540 airlines are needed, however, by considering an intermediate airport (M = 1) in the Hub-and-spoke topology, the number of airways is decreased to . Of course, you have to think that in the Hub-and-spoke topology, the number of air stops as well as the flight length will increase but due to the aggregation of passengers, the airplanes will carry more passengers [26] . The USA airline with two central airports located in Atlanta and Chicago or even Dubai airport as an intermediate airport in the Middle East are two examples of the Hub-and-spoke topology. This study solves the problem of optimization of all mentioned goals (reducing the number of airways, the number of air stops and the flight length) simultaneously by proposing a solution based on the combination of two topologies -point-to-point and Hub-and-spoke -with MOGA.
The optimization of topology in an airway network reduces airfare rates and boosts the flight industry. Studies have shown that in solving the problem of hub locating, first researchers concerned about parameter modeling, and then the focus has been shifted on optimal Modeling for hub problem solving and recently, the large-scale optimization issues and algorithm selection approaches have been addressed. Also, these studies acknowledged the multi-dimensional and NP-hard features of hub locating as presented in this paper.
III. The Proposed Topology of Airlines
The primary purpose of this paper is to design an optimal model for airline topologies based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm. Since the point-to-point topology and Hub-and-spoke topology have their benefits -in the point-to-point topology, the travel length is short, and the number of changes in direction is few. However, in the Hub-andspoke topology, the number of airlines will decrease -the proposed topology of this study is defined to provide a combination of both topologies. In this topology, if necessary, an airport could connect to more than one intermediate airports or another regular airport ( Fig. 3) . In many studies, for the allocation of a spoke to the airport, the distance criterion has been used. In these cases, each airport has been allocated to its nearest intermediate hub.
An innovative structure based on the artificial intelligence was employed for allocating the airports to an intermediate hub by this paper. In this proposed topology, at first, the matrix of the number of passengers between airports and the matrix of the distance between airports was provided. Afterward, by using the capabilities of the MOGA algorithm, an optimal topology for the airlines was determined to achieve the supposed objectives. This model has been defined in a way to create an airline topology in which, with the slightest increase in average travel length and the average changes in paths, the number of flight routes would decrease. The outcomes of this model were presented as optimal airline topologies with the same applied value. Based on the conditions, an expert opinion, and policymakers, we could implement one of these optimal topologies. On the other hand, if due to whatever reason such as adverse weather conditions, one of these intermediate airports is excluded from this topology, we could choose another one as an intermediate airport. The MOGA algorithm was employed for providing optimal airline topologies in this paper. Since this model is a multi-objective one, there are multiple optimal topologies for each set of intermediate airports, which cover the outputs of optimal airline topologies. It should be noted that the amounts of each objective function for every response in the offering section of optimal topology can be calculated.
To design the airline topologies, three objective functions for simultaneously reducing the number of airlines, Object 1 , the average travel length, Object 2 , and the average number of air stops, Object 3 , were taken into account that can be described as follows:
A. First Object Function: Reducing the Number of Airlines
The reduction of the number of airlines is one issue that can be considered while designing airline topologies. The highest number of airways is in the point-to-point system, and the lowest one is the Huband-spoke system. In this study, a combination of these two systems was employed to offer airline topologies. This target function was designed based on the following equation:
In the above-mentioned equation, is air route from a departure airport to an intermediate airport,
is air route from an intermediate airport to a destination airport, is a direct air route between departure and destination airports, and is the number of intermediate airports.
B. Second Object Function: Reducing the Average Travel Length
Another goal is reducing the average travel length, Object 2 . This target function conflicts with the target function of reducing the number of airways, Object 1 , because by reducing the number of airways, the journey time will increase. In other words, the shortest average travel length is in the point-to-point system, and the longest one is in the Hub-and-spoke system with one spoke. Following equation shows the implementing process of this target function: (5) where is the number of passengers from a departure airport (S i ) to a destination airport (S j ), is the distance between the departure airport and an intermediate airport,
is the distance between two intermediate airports, and is the distance to a destination airport from an intermediate airport.
C. Third Object Function: Reducing the Average Change in Route
To increase the welfare of the passengers and reduce the waiting time at the airport, it is necessary to reduce as many changes in routes and air stops as possible, Object 3 . The lowest amount of changes in directions exists in the point-to-point topology. In other words, in this topology, each passenger will use only one airline from departure to destination. Following equation displays the implementation process of this target function: (6) In the above equation, is the number of passengers from a departure airport (S i ) to a destination airport (S j ). Also, H m is an intermediate airport for departure and H n is an intermediate airport for a destination. In this equation, if there is a flight between two airports ( , or ), the number of δ equals to 1, otherwise, 0. It should be noted that in the two above equations, if it is supposed to be a direct flight -without an intermediate airport -from the departure airport to destination airport, S i will be considered equal to H m and S i equal to H n .
Briefly, our proposed multi-object optimization problem can be formulated as a minimization of the above-mentioned objects simultaneously which has been done by MOGA in this paper.
IV. The Implementation of the Proposed Model
In this study, to solve issues regarding the design of optimal airline topologies through the MOGA algorithm, a chromosome was first designed following the type of problem and then to perform the model, crossover, and mutation genetic operators were applied, and then appropriate choices to the kind of problem were employed. The implementation process of these matters is described as follows:
A set of chromosomes is considered as a population for the genetic algorithm [27] that evolves with its operators. In the first section of the model, a chromosome was used for encoding intermediate airports. This chromosome is encoded in binary, indicating whether an airport is an intermediate (code 1) or not (code 0) ( Fig. 5 ). In the second section of the model, a chromosome is considered for determining the MOGA of the connections and networks among airlines. This chromosome displays airline topologies and comprises two gene sequences along the length of the airways; the first series determines an intermediate airport for the departure airport and the second one identifies an intermediate airport for the destination airport of each airway (Fig. 6 ). The value of the chromosome can be obtained from the first section of the model, which included the identified intermediate airports. Some zero genes in this chromosome are taken into account for situations where an intermediate airport is not considered. If the value of a gene in two strings is zero, it will indicate that the flight between the two airports will happen directly. One of the essential operators in MOGA algorithms is the crossover operator. It aims to explore new and especially useful areas of the research environment by replacing a part of the gene sets between the two chromosomes. In the present study, a one-point and two-point crossover operators [28] were employed. It should be noted that to create more various compounds from two parents, in the second chromosome, for each gene sequence, a crossover operator was applied separately.
The mutation operator imports new information to the population and searches in empty spaces of the problem. In this study, some genes were randomly selected to be mutated. The amount of that gene was then replaced by the values allowed for that gene.
A. Area of Study and Dataset
To test and assess the proposed model for designing Iran airline topology, the data of the Iran Airlines Industry from 2018 was taken into account. According to this data, in 2018, 18251677 passengers traveled by the air transport system with 433 airlines from 60 airports with 163407 flights. Averagely, the travel length per person was 724 kilometers, and the number of passengers per flight was 111.7. The most frequent travels were from Mehrabad Airport in Tehran. Concerning passengers' movement, Mashhad Airport was in the 2 nd place. The least amount of flights belonged to Siravan and Jask Airport with only one trip. The best airport in terms of the number of travelers per flight was Kerman Airport with 172.3 passengers per flight, and the worst airport in the country (disregarding airports with one trip) was Iranshahr Airport with only 38.2 passengers per flight. The most crowded airline was from Kerman Airport to Tehran Airport with 229.4 passengers per flight and from Tehran to Kerman with 227.6 passengers per flight. The most noticeable amount of passengers belonged to the airline from Mashhad to Tehran with 1726714 travelers, and the most significant amount of trips belonged to the same airline with 12468 flights.
The database of this study which was used for designing optimal airline topologies included statistical information on Iran airways. The statistics regarding the movement of passengers among airports in the country in 2018 got extracted from the analytical journal of the Ministry of Roads and Urban Development related to the Aviation Division and the locations of the country's airports in the Lambert coordinate system, as well as Google Earth application.
Those routes that had certain conditions such as the relocation of national authorities or relocating without passengers between two airports got removed from research. Therefore, the average passengers per airline was considered as 100. Also, the number of airlines changed from 433 to 360 efficient carriers. The Iran's passengers' movement matrix was used.
Another input of the proposed model was the matrix of air distance between airports. The most accurate method for calculating the length of the airways is Euclidean relation. Hence, at first, the spatial location of airports was calculated in Lambert coordinate system, and then the following equation was used for calculating air route length.
(7)
In the above equation, X A and Y A are the geographical length and width of Airport A (departure airport), and X B and Y B are the topographical length and breadth of Airport B (destination) in Lambert coordinate system. After obtaining the distance between airports, the matrix of airport distances was provided.
V. Simulation Results
The output of the proposed multi-objective genetic algorithm offered multiple optimal airline topologies (a combination of point-to-point system and Hub-and-spoke system) that are equal from the optimization value and the final optimal architectures can be selected and applied based on the policies in the field of air industry and experts' opinions.
For the described dataset, one of the model outputs regarding optimal airways which includes Mehrabad and Mashhad airports as intermediate airports, is the growth of the average travel length up to 13.8% (about 100 kilometers) and also by increasing the average changes in routes up to 18%, 50.8% of air routes (184 air routes) will decrease compared to the current situations. Moreover, in another case with the same air intermediate, by increasing the travel length to 4.5% (32 kilometers) and the number of changes in routes to 5%, 24.7% of the air routes (89 airways) will decrease. Table I shows some of the topologies in model output.
The number of airways, and the average travel length for the optimal topology with two target functions is shown in Fig. 8-A . Fig. 8-B shows the number of airways and changes in routes for the proposed algorithm with two target functions. There is a reverse relationship between the target function of numbers of airways and other target functions -average travel length and the average number of changes in routes. On the other hand, this optimal topology indicates there is a direct relationship between the target function of average travel length and average changes in directions. Fig. 7 shows some of the topologies of model output.
The optimal answers to this problem have a three-dimensional space in the number of target functions. To have a better display of the answer curve, optimal solutions for target functions were offered twoto-two in a 2D environment ( Fig. 8-A , B & C) and the rest of the target functions were presented in a 3D environment ( Fig.8-D) .
According to the output results, the proposed model can offer optimal answers and is significantly better than the current situations of the country's airways. The presence of different answers with intermediate airports indicates the model's capability in providing a combined airway topology from the combination of point-to-point and Hub-and-spoke topologies (e.g., answers No. 4 & 5 in Table I ). For allocating air routes between an airport and one of the intermediate airports in the proposed model, Genetic algorithm optimization methods were employed instead of considering the nearest intermediate airport. Of course, in many cases, the nearest intermediate airport to each airport has been selected as the intermediate airport in that airport, however, not always. For example, if Mashhad airport and Isfahan airport are chosen as an intermediate airport, based on the distance, it is expected that Mashhad airport would be the intermediate airport for Iranshahr airport. However, given the results of model output, it can be seen that Isfahan airport with a more significant distance has been selected as an intermediate airport for Iranshahr airport. In the rest of this section, the model structure will be assessed.
A. Assessing the Proposed Model
In this study, the convergence plot and the path non-constrained- domination chart (the model of variation of the number of airline vs. number of flight change vs. average travel length in Km) were used for assessing the proposed model. Convergence calculates the area covered by the answers to the parade (located in the target space) and path charts demonstrate the values of the optimal topology response set [29] in each of the target functions. The variations of the convergence plot of the proposed model for the supposed target functions have been normalized and can be seen in Fig. 9 . This graph shows the qualitative evaluation of the obtained responses regarding each objective function.
As it is obvious in Fig. 9 , the designed optimal model in this study has been able to improve the topology during different generations and move to optimal results. This matter suggests the possibility of discovering optimal answers in the designed model. Since the 300th generation so far, the ascending slope of the growing trend of the magnitude of the dispersion criterion has decreased, which indicates the convergence of the outputs of the proposed model to optimal solutions. The value chart of the solutions of the 500th generation achieved from the model is shown in Fig. 10 . This figure was drawn for the normalized target functions. As it is shown in Fig. 10 , the results obtained from the proposed model are expanded in each of the object functions throughout its target length, which indicates the acceptable dispersion of the results. Major changes are also observed in the slope of the routes between the two object functions, the number of airways and the average travel length, that suggest a good exchange between unsettled answers. On the other hand, significant changes in the gradient of the response slope are not observed in both functions -average travel length (target function # 2) and average changes in routes (target function # 3) -which indicates the presence of a correlation between these two target functions.
B. Model Repeatability Test
Since in multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, the search start point is chosen randomly, the results will vary with different performances. To test its repeatability, the model was performed four times with a population of 50 individuals with 300 repetitions with similar parameters. Fig. 11 shows the results from four times of repetition for the target function of the number of airways ( Fig. 11-A) and average travel length ( Fig. 11-B ). As shown in the diagrams of this figure, the model has had a steady trend in all four repetitions, and the model outputs are almost located in a given range of target functions. The results are shown in Fig. 11 that compares the number of airways and average travel length, as two of the target functions, to present repeatability of the algorithm in the global optimization process. In the results of the four runs, there are similarities and differences between the number of airways and average travel length of the global solutions found based on the different selections of 50 individuals with 300 repetitions. From the investigation of the results, we found that the variance for the number of airways is in the range of 10%, and it ranged between 5% for average travel length. From these results, it was concluded that the average repeatability of the proposed algorithm for different selections of individuals is about 93%.
VI. Conclusions
By studying Iran airlines, we understand that they can get more optimal. The proposed model outputs suggest some intermediate airports based on the Iran's aviation transport matrix. Therefore, there will be fewer airlines, and we can establish connections between airports with lesser money. Given the results of this paper, by considering a combination of point-to-point and Hub-and-spoke topologies, we would be able to offer more efficient airways. The designed model of this article tries to connect one airport to some intermediate airports, which are an excellent method to have more efficient airline topologies in the country. It should be noted that in airline topologies with the presence of one or more intermediate airports, besides having less populated airplanes and less expensive flights, we will have some economic benefits such as the ability to build convenience stores and economic prosperity in intermediate airports (such as Dubai Airport). We should remember that although airline topologies with intermediate airports increase changes in routes and therefore the travel length, with the aggregation of airways, the number of flights in an airway will increase and passengers could choose their flight hours during the day.
One of the benefits of the designed model in this study is its capability in offering several options for airline topologies, and it lets managers and decision-makers select and apply one of the optimal topologies based on the current conditions. This feature also allows managers to replace another optimal topology if one or some intermediate airports are down because of whatever reason such as adverse weather conditions or something else. Scheduling flights in aviation topology design should be considered in future studies. So that the waiting time for a passenger in intermediate airports is viewed as a target function and efforts are focused on reducing it. Moreover, we should pay more attention to the capacity of air transport systems and airports and think of it as a limitation. Weather conditions as well as atmospheric environment matter while choosing an intermediate airport. It should be noted that, for some reason, such as policy domination or economic problems, airports that are not optimal will be viewed as intermediate airports.
For instance, Dubai Airport is a convenient airport for the Middle East. Hence, it is crucial to consider the political and economic conditions in the selection of intermediate airports, which is recommended in future studies of this case too. 
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